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Reflection invitationReflection invitation
Trendy: 

“The computer industry is the only industryThe computer industry is the only industry 
that is more fashion-driven 

th ’ f hi ” [O l ]”than women’s fashion” [Oracle]”

1 Should we follow the fashion?1. Should we follow the fashion?
2. What is the profit of being trendy?
3. Are we able to keep the step with these trends?p p

This talk – try to answer to “3.” 
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Well, what is the current trend?Well, what is the current trend?
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On the back stageOn the back stage
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E-infrastructures characteristics

Clusters, Supercomputers, Grids, Clouds, InterCloud …
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Characteristics: coupling & administrations

One administrativeMultiple administrative One administrative 
domain

Multiple administrative 
domains

Tightly 
coupled

Loosely
coupled
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Characteristics: resources number
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Top 500: the most powerful onesTop 500: the most powerful ones
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Top 500: the biggest supercomputers & clustersTop 500: the biggest supercomputers & clusters

Sequoia/DOE

RIKEN
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Projected performance [J. Dongarra, June’12]Projected performance [J. Dongarra, June 12]
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Cloud: 
the biggest (?)the biggest (?)
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Estimated 900 PB



Cloud: 
the biggest (?)the biggest (?)

June 2012:June 2012:
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Grids: the biggestGrids: the biggest
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SupercomputerSupercomputer
A computer at the frontline of current processing 
capacity in terms of speed of calculationcapacity in terms of speed of calculation
How old is the term?

1960s                The old: Iliac IV    
What is the aim

Solve problems faster
Solve problems that cannot be solve

on a single server
Solve more instances ofSolve more instances of 

of the same problem
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ClusterCluster
group of linked computers working together offering an 
image of a single large resourceimage of a single large resource 
How old?

1990’s, e.g. Beowolf cluster from ‘94g
Aims:

“supercomputer at affordable price”
cost-effectiveness  

Interactivity
Nowadays available in medium and large entreprisesNowadays available in medium and large entreprises
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GridsGrids
A form of distributed 
and parallel computing,

Terms from 1997
Cluster of clusterand parallel computing, 

building a 'super and 
virtual computer‘, 

Cluster of cluster
Virtual organisations
Join with Web services

composed of a cluster 
of networked, loosely 
coupled computers

Join with Web services 
in 2002

coupled computers 
acting in concert to 
perform very large p y g
tasks.
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CloudCloud
NIST definition:

Cloud computing 
is a pay per use model

Characteristics:
On-demand self-service

is a pay-per-use model 
for enabling available, 

convenient, 
on-demand network access 
t h d l f

Network access
Location-independent 
resource pooling

to a shared pool of 
configurable computing 
resources 
(e.g.networks, servers, storage, 

l i )

Rapid elasticity
Pay per use

Aims:
appls, services) 

that can be rapidly provisioned 
and released 
with minimal management effort 

Access to e-infras for 
everyone
Serves mainly web 

li tior service-provider interaction

How old?
2007

applications
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InterCloud, multiple Clouds, 
Sky computing, Cross-Clouds …Sky computing, Cross Clouds …

interconnected 
"cloud of clouds”cloud of clouds  
extension of the Internet 
"network of networks“

Federation
of Clouds

01
01
1

01
01
1

01
01
1

terms from 2009 01
01
1

Market of Clouds

01
01
1

01
01
1
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Following the giants:
‘Big’ and Famous Applications

on e-Infrastructures
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Appls/supercomputers&big clusters [Top500]Appls/supercomputers&big clusters [Top500]
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“Classical” HPC applicationsClassical  HPC applications
Type of applications:

Weather forecast and climate researchWeather forecast and climate research
Molecular modeling (e.g. crystals, biology, chemistry)
Quantum physics and physical simulations (e.g. nuclear 
fusion)

Open HPC applications:
Bi i f tiBio-informatics:

mpiBLAST, MPI-HMMER
Molecular Dynamics:y

GROMCAS, NAMD, Desmond, OpenAtom
Environment/Weather

POP WRF MM5
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POP, WRF, MM5



Applications on Grids [EGI statistics]Applications on Grids [EGI statistics]
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Scientific applications on CloudsScientific applications on Clouds
A typical 
example:example:

From: UNDERSTANDING SCIENTIFIC
APPLICATIONS FOR CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS
S. JHA, D.S. KATZ, A. LUCKOW, A.MERZKY, K. STAMOU, 
Cloud Computing: Principles and Paradigms
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Cloud Computing: Principles and Paradigms, 
Edited by R. Buyya, J. Broberg and A. Goscinski
2011 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.



There are appls which can reach exascale?There are appls which can reach exascale?
E.g. ExaScience Lab, Leuven

Space weather predictionsSpace weather predictions
DOE – Grand challenge workshop 2011

http://science.energy.gov/ascr/news-and-resources/workshops-and-conferences/grand-challenges/

Blue Brain project
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To port or not to port
my application

on e-Infrastructures
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Researcher vs. Supercomputer adminResearcher vs. Supercomputer admin
My appl responds too slow on my desktop
My application is parallel

There is a parallel version of it?
Your appl uses MPI?

My parallel appl scales well for a small no. 
cores
My appl needs human interaction

Is your problem scalable to thousands 
cores?
Have you a batch version?

My appl is written in a specific language or 
OS
My appl uses special tools

Have you a version on Unix, in C or 
Fortran?
Have you licenses for these tools?

My appl uses special libraries

My application uses real time data 

These libraries are available for 
supercomputers?
I/O is not supported well

streaming
I need the results today
I want to test it to learn

Are you able to wait in the queue?
Are you in a project? Who supervise 
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Researcher vs. Cluster adminResearcher vs. Cluster admin
My appl is running on a 
certain OS

Is this OS matching ower?

My appl is using large  data

My appl is using a

They need pre- and post-
processing? Store?
Have you multiple/cluster/My appl is using a 

proprietary code
My appl is interactive

Have you multiple/cluster/ 
network  licenses?
Where the interface will sit?

My appl should be faster
My appl is a distributed one

There is a parallel version?
How the components are 
interacting over the network?

I have an urgency
I want to test it to learn

interacting over the network?
Which priority has your task?
Are you our employee/student?
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Researcher vs. Grid adminResearcher vs. Grid admin
My appl is running on 
certain OS

Is this OS Linux type XX?
certain OS
My appl is an executable Have you the source codes 

and us the compilers?
My appl uses special libs
or tools

p
Are these libs/tools pre-
installed at our Grid sites?

My appl is interactive
I have an urgency

Have you a batch version?
Can you wait in the queue?

I want to test it to learn Have you a Grid 
certificate? In which Virtual 
Organization you are?
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Researcher vs. Cloud “admin”Researcher vs. Cloud admin
My appl is running on 
certain OS

You see this OS on our 
registry?

My appl is parallel
g y

Can we do cluster-on-
demand? It is elastic?
C k it i VMMy appl is an executable 

or uses special libs
My appl uses special

Can you pack it in VM 
with all dependences?
Have you licenses for My appl uses special 

tools
My appl is interactive

y
multiple copies? 
Can you comply with 
the security rules?

I want to test it to learn

the security rules?
Have you a credit card?
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Appl supported on own e-Infras:
- Crystal growing simulations

Tools for supporting appls:
- EpODE, NESSCrystal growing simulations

- Airfoil design
- Datamining in medical databases
- Expert systems for numerics

M b ti i l ti

EpODE, NESS
- PVMMaple, Maple2Grid
- ParallelJess
- GiSHEO, ESIP

OSAIC- Membrane computing simulations
- Earth observation services
- …

- mOSAIC
- …

A use case

UVT team experience
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What we can do with these? [UVT equipments]What we can do with these? [UVT equipments]

Blue Gene/P Cluster

4096 cores

400 cores
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Earth Observation problemsEarth Observation problems
Both computational and data intensive
Real time processing confronts several difficulties in oneReal time processing confronts several difficulties in one 
single computer and even impossibility
Need of a computational environment handling p g

hundreds of distributed databases, 
heterogeneous computing resources, 
and simultaneous use
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From the small to the bigFrom the small to the big
Simple algorithms: merge
Band 3             Band 4              Band 5         Pseudo-imageg

Computational intensive algorithms

19
92

20
00
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E.g. D.Petcu, V. Iordan, Service based on GIMP for Processing Remote Sensing Images, SYNASC 2006



Why ClustersWhy Clusters
Store the big data
Process the data where they areProcess the data where they are

No of processors 1 2 4No. of processors 1 2 4

Time (s) 457 256 168

Speedup - 1.78 2.72
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Efficiency - 89% 68%



Why SupercomputerWhy Supercomputer

Scalable algorithms g

D Petcu et alD. Petcu et al, 
Fuzzy Clustering of Large Satellite Images 
using High Performance Computing, 
In Procs of SPIE Volume 8183, no. 818302 
(2011), SPIE Remote Sensing Conference: 
High-Performance Computing in Remote 
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Sensing, 19-22 September 2011, Prague, 
Doi:10.1117/12.898281



Why GridsWhy Grids
Remote services that can be combined
Process the distributed data where they areProcess the distributed data where they are

http://gisheo.info.uvt.ro
D. Petcu et al, Experiences in building a Grid-based platform to serve Earth 

observation training activities, Computer Standards Vol. 34 (6), 2012, 493-508, 
10 1016/j i 2011 10 010
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10.1016/j.csi.2011.10.010. 



Why CloudsWhy Clouds
Store old data
Share the dataShare the data
Reprocess according 
new algs

Roberto Cossu, Claudio Di Giulio, 
CFabrice Brito, Dana Petcu, Cloud 

Computing for Earth Observation to 
appear in the book Data Intensive 
Storage Services for Cloud 
Environments
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Why InterCloudWhy InterCloud
Independence from the Cloud
Federation Federation On-the-flyOn-the-fly
of Clouds:

Horizontal 
or

of Clouds:

Horizontal 
or

On-the-fly
Multiple Clouds:

Cross-Cloud

On-the-fly
Multiple Clouds:

Cross-Cloud
or 

InterClouds
or 

InterClouds
or 

Sky computing
or 

Sky computing
01
01
1

01
1 01

1
01
01
1

01
01
1

01
01
1

01011
001

01011 001

D Petcu S Panica M Neagul From Grid Computing Towards Sky Computing Case Study for Earth Observation

01
01
1

01011
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D. Petcu, S. Panica, M. Neagul, From Grid Computing Towards Sky Computing. Case Study for Earth Observation, 
Proceedings Cracow Grid Workshop 2010,



“If Mohammed will not go to the mountain, g
the mountain must come to Mohammed.”

Programmable e-Infrastructures
and automated deployment

Why to care about where to go?
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Programmable Infrastructures?Programmable Infrastructures?

Programmatic access 
to the devices connected to the Internet
Identified until recently with programmable networks
Sh ld i lShould involve:

network switches (Cloud networking), 
simple gadgets or instruments (Internet-of-Things)simple gadgets or instruments (Internet-of-Things)
data center resources (Cluster, Grid, Cloud computing)

Problem:
Manually intervention is still required in several processes 
involving e-infras settings 
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Supercomputer & cluster casesSupercomputer & cluster cases
Supercomputer:

LowestLowest 
Queuing system

Needs to know in advance the resources
Access restricted to registered users

Based on complex approval
Deployment based on CLIsDeployment based on CLIs 

for file transfers, ssh commands etc

Cluster
Increasing the no. of threads is possible
HPC in the Cloud can help?
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Grid caseGrid case
Globus WSRF 

Stateful services e g in JavaStateful services e.g. in Java 
gEclipse

an integrated, Grid enabled workbench tool for Grid appl users, 
developers and operators based on the Eclipse platform

SAGA
job handling and monitoring file transfer and managementjob handling and monitoring, file transfer and management,  
distributed orchestration mechanisms.
Python and C++
U if A l t DCI (EGI XSEDE DATAONE UKUniform Access-layer to DCI (EGI, XSEDE, DATAONE, UK 
NGS, NAREGI/RENEKI) and Clouds (recent)
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Cloud caseCloud case
REST interfaces for e-infra resources

Designed for application-to-adminAppl interactiong pp pp
Programmatic auto-scaling

Partially supported by IaaS and PaaS
Hidden at SaaS level

Scheduling mechanism
Usually not controlled by the appl developerUsually not controlled by the appl developer

Steps made by Clouds:
(programmatic) elasticity in term of resources
uniform treatment of infrastructure, software, networking as 
(programmable) services 
Cloud networking is essential for the success of Cloud appls
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Cloud networking is essential for the success of Cloud appls



InterCloud caseInterCloud case
Barrier to pass: 

portability and interoperability
OSAIC O API d P SmOSAIC – Open API and PaaS
Project partially funded by European Commission (2010-2013)
Portability of applications build on top of IaaS
Appl should by build from components and use message passingAppl should by build from components and use message passing
References:

Official site (including paper list): http://www.mosaic-cloud.eu
Codes: https://bitbucket.org/mosaic, p g ,
Docs: http://developers.mosaic-cloud.eu
Demos: on YouTube: search “mOSAIC Cloud computing”
Yesterday training & today talk on auto-scaling

MODACl dMODAClouds
To start from 1 Oct 2012, www.modaclouds.eu
Project partially funded by EC commission
Model driven architecture + Cloud =
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Model-driven architecture + Cloud =
“from the model generated codes in the Cloud”



Conclusions (to take-away)Conclusions (to take away)

Diversity in e-infras still pushes the appl developer to think y p pp p
about the support e-infras

The processing and storing capacity is huge in any category

There are some appl that can se e ascales in terms ofThere are some appl that can use exascales in terms of 
flops and bytes

We hope in a future when e-infras are programmable
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